EUD VALVE ACTUATOR/24 VDC

(AUTO SAMPLER-MALE CONNECTOR)

CLEAR-GND-COMMON
GREEN-STEP
WHITE-HOME
EMPTY

CABLE COMES WITH ACTUATOR

(GC-FEMALE CONNECTOR)

BLACK-GND-COMMON-NORMALLY OPEN
WHITE-STEP-NORMALLY OPEN
RED-HOME-NORMALLY OPEN
EMPTY

STANDARD 120V VALCO VALVE ACTUATOR

(AUTO SAMPLER-MALE CONNECTOR)

WHITE
GREY
VIOLET
EMPTY

(GC-FEMALE CONNECTOR)

BLACK-GND-COMMON-NORMALLY OPEN
WHITE-STEP-NORMALLY OPEN
RED-HOME-NORMALLY OPEN
EMPTY

5030 AUTO SAMPLE CABLE
3' CABLE 3WIRE WITH CHASSIS GROUND
GC FEMALE CONNECTOR FOR RELAY
WHITE WIRE-RELAY#1 (N/O)-STEP
RED WIRE- RELAY#2 (N/O)-HOME
BLACK WIRE- COMMON JUMP RELAY 1&2
CHASSIS GROUND TO CHASSIS GROUND